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Abstract: The human brain is the most importatnt and creative creation from the god, every single action and reaction of 

the people take in their life is because of our brain every people have their different intelligent level but it may end when 

people cause death in order to understand brain the blue brain project where started. this project is used to store the 

intelligence by uploading it to the digital machine .blue brain support to store all the personality intelligence, emotions 

feelings for more time.in this paper you may get information what is blue brain and how it is created and what are the 

requirements for blue brain and what are the advantages and disadvantages and many things   The project aims to build 

comprehensive digital reconstructions of the brain which can be used to study the nature of the brain. This, in turn, helps 

in understanding how human beings process emotions, thoughts, and gives us deeper insight into the decision making power. 

1. Introduction 

The blue brain project (BPP) makes use of the Blue Gene supercomputer developed by IBM to carry out simulations. Hence the 

project is named the “Blue Brain“. The project was founded by Henry Markram at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 

(EPFL) in Lausanne, Switzerland way back in May 2005.  EPFL is a research institute that specializes in natural sciences and 

engineering. No one has ever understood the complexity of human brain. It is complex than any circuitry in the world. With the 

increasing number of people having mental disorders the accuracy to detect the particular mental illness has reduced. Doctors are 

unable to differentiate between symptoms of Autism and Memory Retardation which is just one such example. One of the main 

goals of neuroscience is to understand the biological mechanisms responsible for human mental activity. In particular, the study of 

the cerebral cortex is and without any doubt will be the greatest challenge for science in the next centuries, since it represents the 

foundation of our humanity. In other words, the cerebral cortex is the structure who seactivity is related to the capabilities that 

distinguish humans from other mammals. devolution of the cerebral cortex we are able to perform highly complex and specifically 

human tasks, such as writing a book, composing a symphony or developing technologies. when the L‟Ecole Polytechnique Federal 

de Lausanne (Switzerland)and IBM jointly launched an ambitious project to create a functional brain model by means of reverse 

engineering of the mammalian brain, using the Blue Gene supercomputer from IBM. The aim was to understand the functioning of 

the brain through detailed simulations. 

 

Figure 1:Blue Brain System 

2. Literature survey 

IBM, in partnership with scientists at Switzerland’s École Polytechnique Fédérale Diamond State metropolis (EPFL) –a 

look institute, specialised in natural sciences and engineering, can begin simulating the brain’s systems and output the info as 

a operating 3D model which will recreate the high-speed chemistry interactions that crop up among the brain’s interior. EPFL makes 

use of the mainframe computer Blue Gene/P engineered by IBM. The machine is put in on the EPFL field in metropolis and is 

managed by CADMOS (Center for Advanced Modelling Science). These embody unknown functions like language, learning, 

perception, and memory additionally to brain malfunction like psychiatrical disorders like depression and syndrome. From there, 

the modeling can expand to alternative regions of the brain and, if flourishing, shed lightweight on the relationships between genetic, 

molecular and psychological feature functions of the brain. EPFL, explains the complexness and hurdles featured by the researchers 

in implementing the blue brain project. 
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3. Methodology 

Today scientist’s area unit closing analysis to make a synthetic brain that may suppose, respond, take choices and store info. the 

most aim is to transfer an individual's brain into the pc, so it will suppose, and create choices while not the presence of an 

individual's body. once death, this virtual brain will act because the man. So, even once the death of an individual, we are going 

to not lose the information, intelligence, emotions, and recollections of an individual and this will be used for varied things prefer 

to continue the unfinished work, to make a decision on one thing supported his/her space of experience etc. 

The human brain may be a advanced system consisting of algorithmic connectors. it's a lot of advanced than any electronic 

equipment within the world. The human brain may be a multi-level system with a hundred billion neurons (nerve cells) and a 

hundred trillion synapses. A somatic cell may be a cell designed to transmit info to alternative nerve cells, muscle, or organ cells 

whereas synapses facilitate neurons to speak with one another. So, the question might come back, is that this very doable to make an 

individual's brain? the solution is True. these days it's doable due to advancement and analysis in technology. the globe of technology 

has distended in areas like mechanical man robots, computing, video game, wearable devices, AI, Digital jewellery, Blue Eyes 

Technology, Brain Gate Technology then far more at a fast rate.  

3.1. What is a Virtual Brain? 

A virtual brain is a synthetic brain. It will suppose just like the natural brain, take choices supported the pastexpertise, and 

respond because the natural brain will. it's doable to try to therefore by victimization supercomputers, with an enormous quantity of 

storage capability, process power associated an interface between the human brain and this artificial one. This interface, the 

info keep within the natural brain may be uploaded into the pc. therefore, the brain and also the information, intelligence of 

anyone may be preserved and used forever, even once the death of the person. 

3.1.2. Why do we need a virtual brain? 

Today we have a tendency to area unit developed due to our intelligence. Intelligence is that the inborn quality that can't be created. 

Some folks have this quality so they'll suppose to such associate extent wherever others cannot reach. Human society 

would continuously want such intelligence associated such an intelligent brain. however, the intelligence is lost together with the 

person once death. Virtual brain may be a resolution thereto. The brain and its intelligence may be alive even once death. 

We often face troublesome in basic cognitive process things like people’s names, their birthdays, and also the spellings of 

words, correct descriptive linguistics, vital dates, history facts. A virtual brain will deduct the additional stress we have a tendency 

to all face to recollect things. it's an ideal technical resolution to a really common human downside. 

3.1.3. How does the natural brain work? 

The human talent to feel, interpret and even see is controlled, in computer-like calculations, by the witching system. Yes, 

the system is sort of sort of a magic as a result of we have a tendency to can’t see it, however it's operating through electrical impulses 

through your body. 

The human brain may be a multi-level advanced system with a hundred billion neurons and a hundred trillion synapses. No even 

engineers have identical to creating circuit boards and computers as delicate and precise because the system. to grasp this technique, 

one should recognize following 3 straightforward functions. 

 

Sensory input: once our eyes see one thing or once our hands bit a heat surface, the sensory cells, conjointly called Neurons, send 

a message straight to our brain. this can be known as sensory input as a result of we have a tendency to area unit swing things into 

our brain by method of senses. 

 

Integration: Integration is best called the interpretation of things like style, touch, and sense that is feasible due to our sensory 

cells, called neurons. Billions of neurons work along to grasp the amendment around USA. 

 

Motor Output: Once our brain understands the amendment, either by touching, tasting or via the other medium, then our brain 

sends a message through neurons to effector cells, muscles or organ cells, that truly work to perform our requests and influence our 

surroundings. The word motor output is well remembered if one ought to suppose that our swing one thing out into 

the atmosphere through the employment of a motor, sort of a muscle that will the work for our body. 

4. Experimental setup 

The following table compares the operating procedures of the natural and simulated brain. this can be a potential planned answer. 

As per EPFL, development continues to be ongoing. 

 

INPUT: 

In the system of our body, the neurons square measure liable for transmission data. The body receives the input by the sensory cells. 

These sensory cells manufacture electrical impulses that square measure received by the neurons. The neurons transfer 

these electrical impulses to the brain. Here neurons is replaced by a microchip. So, the electrical impulses from the sensory 

cells is received through these artificial neurons and send to a mainframe computer for the interpretation. 
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INTERPRETATION: 

The electric impulses received by the brain from the neurons square measure understood within the brain. The interpretation within 

the brain is accomplished by the means that of bound states of the many neurons. The interpretation of the electrical impulses 

received by the factitious nerve cell is done by means that of a group of registers. completely different| the various} values in these 

registers can represent different states of the brain. 

 

OUTPUT: 

Based on the states of the neurons the brain sends the electrical impulses representing the responses that square measure 

more received by a sensory cell of our body to retort to neurons within the brain at that point. Similarly, supported the states of the 

register, the signal is given to the factitious neurons within the body which is able to be received by the sensory cell. 

 

MEMORY: 

Certain neurons in our brain, represent some states for good. once needed, this state is diagrammatic by our brain and that 

we will keep in mind the past things. to recollect things, we have a tendency to force the neurons to represent bound states of the 

brain for good or for any fascinating or serious matter, this happen simplicity. within the similar approach {the needed |the specified 

|the desired} states of the registers is keep for good and once required this data is retrieved and used. 

 

PROCESSING: 

When we believe one thing or build some calculation, logical and arithmetic calculations square measure tired our neural electronic 

equipment and square measure keep as states. supported the new requests, states of bound neurons square measure modified to 

relinquish the output. In a similar approach, the choice creating is done by the pc by performing arts arithmetic and logical 

calculations on the keep states and also the new inputs. Is it potential to repeat knowledge from the brain to the computer? 

The uploading is feasible by the utilization of little robots referred to as the Nanobots. These robots square measure sufficiently 

little to travel throughout our cardiovascular system. Traveling into the spine and brain, they're going to be ready to monitor the 

activity and structure of our central system. they're going to be ready to offer associate interface with computers. 

Nanobots may additionally fastidiously scan the structure of our brain, providing a whole readout of the connections. This 

data, once entered into a laptop, may then still operate as U.S. Thus, the information keep within the entire brain are going to 

be uploaded into the pc. 

5. Results and Discussion 

5.1. Advantages 

Even when the death of someone his intelligence is used. This could boost study of animal behaviour. Which means by interpretation 

of the electrical impulses from the brain of the animals, their thought method is understood simply. It would enable the deaf hear 

via direct nerve stimulation, and even be useful for several psychological diseases. We may build use of the data of the brain that 

was uploaded into the pc and use it to supply an answer to upset. 

6. Conclusion 

The blue brain project, if enforced with success, would so amendment several things around U.S. and it'll boost the realm of 

analysis and technology. Bound analysis and development take decades or maybe centuries to finish, that the information and efforts 

of a somebody is preserved and used more in his absence. At identical time, it's not a straightforward task to duplicate the convoluted 

brain system into a laptop. it should take many years to decades to accomplish this. 
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